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Series expansions of moments of order statistics are obtained from expansions of the inverse of 
the distribution function. They are valid for certain types of distributions with regularly varying 
tails. We show that the expansions converge quickly when the sample size is moderate to large, 
and we obtain bounds on the rate of convergence. The special case of the Cauchy distribution is 
treated in more detail. 
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moments Cauchy distribution 
1. Introduction and summary 
Let XI, X2,. . . be a sequence of independent random variables with a common 
distribution F, and let Xnl, X& . . . , Xnn denote the order statistics of +he sample 
X1, XZ,.. l ,Xn (X&Xnz~* l * s X,,). The order statistics are frequently 
important in inference about the distribution F, and often their means E(X&__,) 
and covariance are required. When the integral E(X,,._,) cannot be evaluated 
explicitly there are a number of alternative methods of obtaining the moments. 
They involve an approximation by a finite number of terms of an infinite series 
expansion, such as the orthogonal inverse expansion proposed by Sugiura [7], [8], 
or NI expansion in terms of the derivaties of the inverse of F (see David and 
JohnsIt-n [4]). These methods usually have two drawbacks-the errors in the 
approximation can be diffictilt to estimate, and the calculations are tedious when 
the sample size, n, is large. Our aim in this paper is to provide an alternative 
approach which can be used for certain types of distributions, and which suffers 
from neither of these deficiencies. 
Barneft [2] has outlined the use of moments of order statistics from the Cauchy 
dist [hution in estimating the distribution’s location parameter. He has tabulated 
nlcans, v xiances and co:rariances for values of n s 20, having calculated them by 
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ncmerical integraf ion (see Barnett [ 21, [3]). In Section 4 we show how to estimate 
these moments from the early terms of an easily-computed series expansion. 
Section 3 provides estimates of the errors involved in our approximations, while 
Section 2 outlines the general theory behind our procedures. 
2. Exact expressbns for moments 
Suppose that the distribution function F is continuous and strictly increasing, and 
that it can be expressed in the form 
F(x) = 1-1 I$“A(x), x # 0, 
where a! > 0 and A(x) converges to a positive limit as x + +a. The equation 
F(x) = u can be inverted to express x as a function of u: 
x(u)=(l-u)+B(u), O<u<l, 
where B(u) converges to a positive limit as u j’ 1. Suppose that B(u) has a power 
series expansion about u = 1, valid for all UE(O, 11: 
B(U)= 2 bj(l-Uy. 
j=o 
Then 
X(U)= 2 bj( 1 - u)i-“or, O<u<l. 
j=O 
(1) 
IIn the work which follows we will be particularly concerned with the case where 
the constants bi are bounded (lb)/ 6 b < 00 for all j). However, the case of an 
unbounded sequence can often be tr<eated in the same way. The main prerequisite is 
that it be possible to change the order of an integration and a summation, as below: 
Lemma 1, If lbjl G b log j fcr j 2 2, where 0 < b < 00, and ifp > - 1 and 4 > 0, then 
1’ [f h,(l-u~+‘u9] dU = f bjB(j+p+ 1, q+l.b 
0 0 j=O 
(2) 
The formula remains true if, far example, I bjl G bj for j Z= 1, if p > - 1 and q > 1. 
Here B(p, q) denotes the beta function. 
Proof. The series in square brackets in (2) converges uniformly on every interval 
[&l+?],O<&$,andso 
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Now, 
J 
1-S 
(l-uy‘+PuqdufB(j+p+l,q+l) 
6 
&log j)B(j+p+ l,q+ l)<m. 
2 
Hence (2) will follow if we show that 
Let 0 < E < q. By the monotone convergence theorem, 
(I’+ J1 ][&logj)(l-uy’puq]du= 
0 - 2 
=dlIg j)[l+[’ 6)(1 -u)i+puq du 
&logj~6V3(j+p+l,q-e+1)+S”P~1/(j+p+l)}+0 asS-4, 
2 
as required. The other result can be proved in the same way. 
Our next result gives one method of obtaining the moments of order statistics. 
ThefJfeti 1. Suppose that the constants bj are bounded. If n 2 r + 2 ad r + I> 1 /a 
ther 
E(&,_,)= g bj i [ 1 + k-‘(j -a-‘)]-la (3) 
j=O k=r+l 
Ifro-i 
% 
-t3andr+1>2/cuthen 
f* 
E(X:,n-r )= f z bjbk f[ [I+/-'(j-tk-2a d’)]e-‘. 
j==O k-0 I=r+l 
s! =--------_- 
r!(s - r- l)! 
Y (-l)‘(5_:-1)~~o~~~~r+iilb;h;_l/a +(I 
(4) 
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Prroof 
EW..,n-rj = n![r!(n -r- l)!]-’ j- xF(x)“-‘-I[ 1 -F(x)]‘f(x) dx, (6) -03 
where f is the density associated with F. By changing variable to u = F(x), using the 
expansion (1) of x(u) and changing the order of integration and summation accord- 
ing to Lemma 1 we deduce that the integral on the right in (6) can be written as 
:biB(jfrfl-ll/cy,n-r). 
0 (7) 
Since 
B(j+r+l-110, n-r)=r!(n-r-l)!(n!)-’ fi [l-t k-‘(j-cP)]-l, 
k=t+l 
(3) follows from (7). Eq. (4) is proved in the same way as (5) Proving (S), we have 
= n![r!(s - r- l)!(n --s - l)!]_’ 
X JJ x(u)x(v)vn-s-'(u- v)s-‘-‘(l-u)‘du dv. (8) 
o~:U~Ucl 
By writing (u - vjs+’ = [(l- vj-(1 - u)]~+*, expanding, and integrating over u 
we see that the integral in (8) can be written as: 
cy 
(I_ ,,)i+k+s-2/avn-s-l 
(The change of order of integration and summation eeded to obtain this expres- 
sion is easily justified if r + 1 > l/ar.) The double series in square brackets can be 
written as 
C Cl(l _ v~lf.s--2/avn-s-l 
where, writing B = slpp lbjl, 
lc,] C 2s-r-1 B” i (j+r+l-l/~)-l~constantXlogl, 
j=O 
Ia 2. Lemma d now permits us to change the order of integration and summation, 
and the proof is completed as above. 
j 
:.t 
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3, Some approximations to the series expansions 
In this section we estimate the error incurred by stopping the infinite series after 
a given finite number of terms. It is easy to see that if r+ j +p + 1 > 0, then 
and this formula provides the basis for our approximations. The exact form of the 
error bounds should depend on the nature of the sequence {bj}, and the reader 
is referred to Section 4 where the Cauchy distribution is considered in more 
det;ail. 
Lemma 2. If m 2 1 and n 3 r + 2, then 
(:) j~m(:y-‘+ n!(r+2m)!(n+2m+l) n+2m+l ( ) n-r-1s r!(n+2m)!(n-r-1) n+2m-1 9 (12) 
and 
(J f log(n+2j+ l)( “n’_‘:‘)-‘~ 
j=m 
p!(r+2m)!(n+2m+l) n+2m+l n-r-1 
’ r!(n+2m)!(n-r-1) ( n-i-2m-1 ) 
[log(n+2m-l)+l/(n-r-l)]. 
(13) 
Proof 
n! = 
r!(n-r- l)! 
B(r+m+l, n-r-l), 
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which gives (10). Similarly, 
s r,(n “i 1)#3(r+2vn+2, n-r-l)-$(t+2m+3, n-r-l)], -- . 1 
(r+2m+k)/(n+2m+k). 
I 
Since 1 - x < e-’ for x C l!, 
sexp[ -(n-r)~‘~2m-l (n+2m+w)%x] 
Hence 
-e n +2m -I(,, -1_2m + 1)‘l-r 
cm 
‘pd ( ) n-r 1 (n 92~ =t= l)i.“+r dx. ?)I - 1 
The inequality (12) follows iimmediately. The result (13) is proved in the sirme way, 
starting with the inequality (14) and making an integral approximation to a series, 
(I) The case where g! _ ’ =; a = an integer is particularly easy to handle, In view of 
(J);and (9) we can write: 
E(X ,,,,, _‘)=!!! Ni” ty!Lix~+,,, 
r! j-0 (n + j-a)! 
Writing b = sup jzN+n+,lbjl we can use (10) to bound Ed: _ 
The variances and covariances can be handled in the same way, 
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(II) The case where CY-’ is not an integer. Let a = [a-‘] (the integer part of a-‘) 
and p =&-a. Then 
N+a+l 
E(X,,,_,)= 2: bj fi [l+k-‘(j-a-‘)]-‘+eN 
j=O &=I-+1 
where 
defining b = sup13N+R+2Jbil. H ence the bound in (15) again applies to e,+,. 
We have proved: 
Theorem 2. Ifa-’ = a = art integer tken 
E(X.,._,)=$ z b/ ‘rei-a.)‘. 
. j=~ (n-kj-a)! 
The error eN incurred by Atopping the series after N f a terms has the bound in (15). If 
6’ is not an integer, then E&Qn_,) can be calculated from the series expansion in 
(3), and the error eN incurred by stopping the series after N + [CC’] + 1 terms has the 
bound in (15). 
Euler’s infinite product formula for the gamma fun:tic 61 can be used to give an 
approximation to the product term when n is large. From it we derive: 
fi (19 t/k)-’ = r(r -t- r =t- l)n -’ exp(e(t))/r! 
k*r+l 
for all 121~5 n, where I@(z)/ G (2/2n)+ +1/n). 
4. The Cauchy distribution 
The inverse of the distribution function 
u(x)==F(x)-$+n 
is given by 
x(14)= F-‘(I+cot C v( 1 -- u)] = g (- 1y2’W ‘&,(: - up- I/&-)! 
j-0 
where the constants &, are the Bernoulli numbers. Writing 
IX) 
x(u)= x b,,(l-#-’ 
j=O 
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we deduce from inequalities for H,, (p. 208 of [ 11) that for j 3 1, 
2/rs - t)zj S2/r(l -21-29, 
sothat b2i-,-2/~nasj-*~,andtheerror~bzi+2/n~islessthan4~ilO~7ifj~lO. 
Note also that b2,; = - 2c(2j)/w, where 5 denotes Riemann’s zeta funcifion. The first 
11 non-zero 6j’s are given in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 
, b,, osjs 10 
- 62, I j b2j 
0 -0.3183 0989 4 0.6392 1550 8 0.6366 2950 
1 1.04719755 5 0.6372 5294 9 0.6366 2220 
2 0.6980 2817 6 0.6367 7644 10 0.6366 2038 
3 0.6476 6071 i 7 0.6366 5876 00 0.6366 1977 
If nar+2 and ~1, then 
E(Xn,“-,) = 5 f bzi (” ’ 2i- ‘I! + EN, 
. j=o (n e2j-l)! 
The errolr term t‘N is always negative, and can be bounded by using the inequality 
(Ini l . 
IENW 
n!(r+ 2N+ l)! 
1 
r+2N+2 
--- = r!(n + 2N)!(n - r - 1) 2(n+2N+l) 1
= B(n, r, N), say, 
where b = SUpjaN+l(bZjIe (This bound is generally sharper than that given in (15), 
since it makes use of the fact that odd numbered I+‘s are zero.) Table 4.2 lists 
B(n, r, N) for various values of n, r and N, and Table 4.3 gives values of 
WX,,-, )- EN together with the exact moments calculated by Barnett [2]. 
Table 4.2 
Bounds on errors in finite cxpamions of E(X,,_,) 
n r N -log,0 B(n, r, N) n r N I -log,o W, r, N) 
5 1 5 2.3 20 1 5 6.9 
2 5 1.3 9 5 2.6 
P 10 3.0 1 10 10.1 
2 10 1.8 9 10 4.1 
10 1 5 4.4 40 1 5 9.7 
4 5 2.2 19 5 2.9 
1 10 6.1 1 10 14.8 
4 10 3.2 19 10 4.9 
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‘Table 4.3 
Approximate and exact values of E(X h,rr-,). (Approximations estimated from first 6 terms 
of series expansion (N = 5)) 
n r W&,-k ES Wh,,-, ) I n r WX &n--r )-ES WXw-r) 
5 1 1.1682 1.1630 15 1 4.6401 4.6401 
2 0.0486 0.0000 7 0.0056 0.0000 
10 1 2.9814 2.9814 20 1 6.2648 6.2648 
4 0.1925 0.1866 9 0.0874 0.0850 
The variances oz, - var(X,,) are probably best calculated from the means pc,, = 
E(X,,) by using Barnett’s formula (15): 
2 
mnr = n~-l(pn_l,J - Pn-l,r-1)- 1 -I& 
To calculate the product moments, note that for r 3 1, s > r and n 3 s + 2, 
E(X,,m.&,,,,-,)= ‘! N (s+2j-2)! 
r!(S-r-l)! j=O C C2'(n+2j-2)!+E'N 
where 
and 
I I 
,s’ 2s-r-1 n!(s+2N)!(n+2N+l) n-s-’ 
&‘N 2 (s-r-l)! r!(n+2N)!(n-s-1) 
x[m(r)+%log(n+2N-1)+1/2(n-s-l)], 
where B = supjl6jl =&T and m(r) = max{O, 6 -4 log r}. To prove this last inequal- 
ity, note that 
lC2j~~S~~’ j0 (S-l-1)B2/(r+2k) S 
r 
s2 s-r_%2 
[ I 
r-I+ ‘(r+2x)-’ dx 1 = 2” ‘-*B’[r-‘+i log[(r+2j)/rl] 0 
s2 s-r-lB2[m(r)+~ Iog(n + 2j - 1 )], 
provided that TV n - 1. Hence 
Wow use (12) and (13). 
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Our series expansion shows that E(Xbn-,X,,-,) exists (finite) for all values of n, 
r and s in the range I s r < s s n - 2. Of course this fact can be established by much 
more elementary methods, but it does not seem to be widely known. Barnett [2], 
[3] neglects to tabulate the “extreme” covariances (x~,n_~x~,n_s)-~n,n_l~n,n_s, 
2sssn-2. 
The principal value of these series expansions is in estimating the moments of 
order statistics when n, the sample size, is large. For example, it is easily seen that 
wLw-r )= n/m+O(l/n), 
E(xk-, ) = n(n - l)/?r2r(r - l)-$+0(1/n’), 
and 
W&n-r&n-s )=n(n_l)( (s-2)! .-g-l (“-;-y-y/ 7r2r!(s - r - l)! +O 
2(s!) s-r-1 
- 3(r!)( XC 
s-r-l (-l)‘(r+i+l) 
s-r-l)! i=o i ) (r+i)(r+i+Zj 
+O(l/n2) (r #s). 
The expansions may be used to calculate moments to a highedegree of accuracy. An 
expanded version of Barnett’s tables [2], [3] is in preparation [S]. 
Similar techniques can be used to estimate moments of order statistics from 
distributions related to the Cauchy (see (61, pp. 162-163 j and distributions related 
to the Pareto ([6], pp. 242-247). The tail of the distribution of a non-normal stable 
law is regularly varying at 00 with exponent cy, 0 < QI < 2, and in the case 0 < cy < 1 
the early coefficients, bi, of the power series expansion of B can be calculated by 
inverting the expansion of the distribution function’s tail. In this way we can obtain 
asymptcbtic expressions for moments. Since there is no available xpression for B as 
a complete power series, it does not appear $0 be possible to use our methods to 
bound the error in the expression. The moments of order statistics from Student’s 
distribution can be estimated in a similar way. 
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